a must for those serious about process driven development!

Introducing Leanient, the best Agile project management tool available! Finally a
tool that adapts to your process while giving visibility to the entire development
life cycle. Facilitates better communication through superior data handling
enabling accurate project tracking!
Experience the Leanient difference

VISIBILITY - easily see what is done, what
resources are available, identify risks, and
potential road blocks all while monitoring
velocity and team efficiency

ADAPTABILITY - take full advantage of
YOUR key process efficiencies and existing tools!
Leanient evolves with your process - customize as
you go

USABILITY - intuitive and easy to use

EXTENSIBILITY - cradle to grave view to

with “Web 2.0” interface; fully customizable,
easy to learn and efficient to use with
role-based views

project management; look beyond internal R&D to
fully manage all aspects of the product life cycle;
plus import and export data to and from other tools

FEATURES
 Fully exploit your process’s efficiencies
 Backlog manager enables flexible handling of
all backlogs, including multi-tiered ones
 Sprint manager enables flexible
administration of all Sprint related tasks
 Release planning
 Document Library with version control
 Reporting
 Dashboard gives quick high-level view of
entire R&D
 Migrate data to / from existing systems
 On-the-fly customization
 Email alerts
 Global search
 Extensive User Rights Management
 Unlimited teams per organization
 Unlimited amount of users per team
 Multiple platform support
 Easy integration with other tools
About Crandion, LLC - mobility made simple!
Based in the Dallas / Fort Worth Metroplex, Crandion is a software
company that offers applications, solutions, and tools that enable mobility and drive productivity. We pride ourselves on customer centric
solutions backed by deep experience in client server and cross platform mobile application development and are uniquely positioned to help
drive the convergence between laptops and smartphones. Call us today to see how our skilled team can help make your team more productive.

Contact:

sales@crandion.com  PHONE: +1.972.535.3114  FAX: +1.972.346.8011
Information: www.crandion.com  www.leanient.com

